protects against dust, dirt and paint

Stokvis Tapes
Quick Masking
TAPE & COVER UP

Quick Masking: pre-taped plastic foil
avoid extra costs for cleaning, repair and/or replacement due to damage
Strong, pre-folded transparent PE-foil or brown paper foil. Provided with a self-adhesive masking tape on one side. The solution for effortlessly
protecting, covering and masking large surfaces in one go. Quick Masking protects against dust, dirt and paint.
Quick Masking:
• is a must-have during construction, renovation, painting, cleaning, etc;
• is suitable for large surfaces, such as doors, furniture, walls, windows, etc;
• can also be used for masking large surfaces when refinishing vehicles;
• the statically charged film attracts spray mist and dust;
• adheres itself to substrates due to the static charge;
• is ideal for taping along straight lines.

Available at Stokvis Tapes!
professional displays for your self-adhesive tapes
Organise your products just like you want it. Devote one of your
dislays for example to painting jobs by stacking several masking
tapes and Quick Masking in your display (see image).
Stokvis’ displays: the best way to draw attention to your tape
products.

TMP - Quick Masking Standard
the best choice for a short-term project on an irregular surface
- can be used indoors
- can be used outdoors, remove immediately after outdoor use
do not expose to sunlight (not UV-resistant)

- can be removed cleanly from most common substrates for up to 2 days
- good adhesion, even on irregular surfaces
- masking tape color: cream
- adhesive layer: rubber
- total thickness: 0.13mm
- PE-foil thickness: 6μm

Specifications

A crepe paper masking tape: the paper version is tear able by hand. A separate dispenser is available for quick and easy cutting of
the PE-film into the right size during application.
Product description

Dimensions

Color

TMP55033
General masking pretaped protection film

550mm x 33m MASK IND

cream

TMP270017
General masking pretaped protection film

2700mm x 17m MASK IND

cream

INDOOR

2 d.

UV

TMP BL - Quick Masking UV
the right choice for large, irregular surfaces both indoors and outdoors
- can be used outdoors and indoors: UV-resistant
- medium adhesive strength, even on irregular surfaces
- can be removed cleanly from most common surfaces for up to 14 days
- masking tape color: blue
- adhesive layer: rubber
- total thickness: 0.13mm
- PE-film thickness: 6μm

Specifications

A separate dispenser is available for quick and easy cutting of the PE-film into the right size during application.

Product description

Dimensions

Color

TMP140020BL
UV masking pretaped protection film

1400mm x 20m OUT

blue

TMP270017BL
UV masking pretaped protection film

2700mm x 17m OUT

INDOOR

blue

UV

OUTDOOR

14d.

TMP WA - Quick Masking Washi
the right choice for a long lasting (paint) job on a smooth surface
- can be used indoors and outdoors: UV-resistant
- average adhesive strength, suitable for smooth surfaces
- ideal for painted, glass and metal surfaces
- can be removed cleanly from most common surfaces for up to 60 days
- correct use of this masking protective results in sharp paint edges
- masking tape color: yellow
- adhesive layer: acrylic
- total thickness: 0.08mm
- PE-film thickness: 6μm

Specifications

A separate dispenser is available for quick and easy cutting of the PE-film into the right size during application.
Product description

Dimensions

Color

TMP140033WA
Washi pretaped protection film

1400mm x 33m Washi

yellow

TMP270017WA
Washi pretaped protection film

2700mm x 17m Washi

INDOOR

yellow

OUTDOOR

UV

60d.

TMP CT - Quick Masking Duct
the right choice for rough surfaces indoors and outdoors
- can be used indoors and outdoors: UV-resistant
- can be removed cleanly for up to 14 days, depending on the surface
- easy to tear with a dispenser
- high adhesive strength for adhesion on rough surfaces
- color duct tape: blue
- adhesive layer: rubber
- total thickness: 0.13mm
- PE-film thickness: 15μm

Specifications

A separate dispenser is available for quick and easy cutting of the PE-film into the right size during application.
Product description

Dimensions

Color

TMP240018CT
Duct pretaped protection film

2400mm x 18m DUC OUT

blue

INDOOR

UV

OUTDOOR

14d.

IMPORTANT NOTES
achieve the best result
•
•
•
•
•

All substrates should be clean and contamination free and the tape should be applied with pressure.
Removability of the product depends on the surface and how long it remains applied. Do not leave the tape on longer than necessary.
When using Quick Masking for painting: remove the tape immediately after the paint has dried.
All mentioned Quick Masking products in this brochure can operate between -10° and 50°C. The Quick Duct Masking can even function at -35°C.
All Quick Masking products mentioned in this brochure can be stored for up to one year provided they are stored at room temperature in their original
packaging and out of direct sunlight.
• Please read the specifications of the Quick Masking products carefully. Choose the right tape for your application. In doubt? Your Tape Specialist will
be happy to help.

Each user must test the suitability of the product for its intended use and bears all risk and liability in connection therewith. Stokvis Tapes shall not be
liable for any damage resulting from the unsuitability of the product.

Masking Tapes
In addition to Quick Masking, we also carry various masking tapes in our range. On this page an overview of our standard products.

M451 - Paper masking tape Standard
the right choice for a short-term job on an (un)regular surface

Specifications

- can be used indoors
- can be used outdoors, remove immediately after outdoor use
do not expose to sunlight (not UV-resistant)
- can be removed without leaving any adhesive residue on most common substrates,
immediately after the paint has dried
- good adhesion, even on irregular surfaces
- strong and conformable
- masking applications at temperatures <80°C (max 30min at 80°C)
- masking tape color: cream
- adhesive layer: rubber
- total thickness: 0.125mm
Product description

Dimensions

Color

M451
Maskingtape 0.125 80°C (30min)

19mm x 50m

cream

M451
Maskingtape 0.125 80°C (30min)

25mm x 50m

cream

M451
Maskingtape 0.125 80°C (30min)

38mm x 50m

cream

M451
Maskingtape 0.125 80°C (30min)

50mm x 50m

cream

UV
INDOOR

2 d.

126500 YE – Professional ultra-thin masking tape made of strong and flexible Washi paper
the right choice for very high-quality masking and painting work without paint or varnish creep and razor-sharp edges
- indoor and outdoor use: good UV-resistance
- medium adhesive strength, also suitable for smooth surfaces
- temperature resistant up to 120°C
- can be removed cleanly from most common surfaces for up to 60 days outdoors
- clean removable from most common surfaces up to 120 days indoors
- correct use of this Washi masking tape results in razor-sharp paint edges
- masking tape color: yellow
- adhesive layer: acrylic
- total thickness: 0.09mm
Product description

Dimensions

Color

126500 YE BAR
Washi masking tape 0.09 120°C

19mm x 50m

yellow

UV

Specifications

INDOOR

126500 YE BAR
Washi masking tape 0.09 120°C

25mm x 50m

yellow

126500 YE BAR
Washi masking tape 0.09 120°C

38mm x 50m

yellow

126500 YE BAR
Washi masking tape 0.09 120°C

50mm x 50m

yellow

OUTDOOR

60d.

128500 VI – Professional low tack adhesive ultra-thin masking tape from Washi paper
the right choice for very high-quality masking and painting work, with razor-sharp edges and excellent removability from
the most delicate surfaces

Specifications

- can be used indoors
- low tack and adhesion, especially suitable for delicate surfaces such as wallpaper
- also suitable for fresh, fully dried paint coats
- temperature resistant up to 60°C
- can be removed cleanly from most common surfaces for up to 60 days indoors
- correct use of this Washi masking tape results in sharp paint edges
- masking tape color: violet
- adhesive layer: acrylic

Product description

Dimensions

Color

128500 VI BAR
Washi masking tape 0.08 60°C

19mm x 50m

violet

128500 VI BAR
Washi masking tape 0.08 60°C

25mm x 50m

128500 VI BAR
Washi masking tape 0.08 60°C

38mm x 50m

violet

128500 VI BAR
Washi masking tape 0.08 60°C

50mm x 50m

violet

UV
INDOOR

violet

60d.
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